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Adding helium to the mix 

Following the successful testing of Ntorya-2 and subsequent resource upgrade, and the 

acquisition of a 10% holding in the appropriately titled Helium One, we have revisited our 

sum-of-the-parts valuation for Solo. The Ntorya-2 result has increased discovery size 

and de-risked additional prospectivity, while we believe that the Helium One interest 

represents a highly accretive and complementary acquisition. Like Aminex
+
 (operator of 

Kiliwani North and Ruvuma), Solo’s shares have retrenched from previous highs due to 

perceived “issues” discussed in this note. However, we are convinced these are not 

materially detrimental, and now see an attractive entry point in anticipation of further 

drilling, development licence award and finalisation of early production plans at the 

successfully de-risked Ntorya discovery. In addition, our updated sum-of-the parts 

valuation now incorporates the considerable potential inherent in Helium One’s Rukwa 

project; our Risked NAV estimate is upgraded to 0.9p/share (from 0.8p/share previously).      

Helium One and Ntorya drive Risked NAV upgrade: The Ntorya-2 appraisal well flowed 

at 17mmcfd and led to a threefold increase in estimated gross mean in-place resources to 

466bcf. Our previously published sum-of-the-parts valuation had been dominated by the 

Ruvuma up-dip prospects and, with gas pricing at Kiliwani North increasing in parallel and 

the interest in Helium One acquired on very favourable terms, we now upgrade our Risked 

NAV estimate to 0.9p/share (placing Solo on a Price/Risked NAV multiple of circa 0.35x).  

Pursuing Ruvuma farm-out: Following successful testing of Ntorya-2 and ahead of 

potential spudding of Ntorya-3 later this year, Solo has announced that it is seeking a 

partner for its Ruvuma interests. With a current 25% working interest and given the 

success achieved at Ntorya, we see scope for retention of a material stake and would 

expect announcement of a transaction to act as a powerful share price catalyst, given the 

implications for funding of Solo’s share of future appraisal and development expenditures.  

Anticipating near term catalysts: as with Aminex, we have considered the reasons for 

Solo’s share price decline off earlier highs. Whilst a combination of factors appears to be 

culpable, we consider these to be more perceived than real, or otherwise entirely 

manageable. We therefore see an attractive entry point for investors anticipating near term 

catalysts, including updates on basin modelling and FDP submission, and highlight Helium 

One as a potential source of significant upside ahead of drilling at Rukwa in FY2018.    
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Results and Forecasts 

Year to 

December 

Revenue 

(£m) 

Adj. PBT 

(£m) 

Adj. EPS 

(p) 

DPS 

(p) 

Net Cash 

(£m) 

PER 

(x) 

EV/EBITDA 

(x) 

Div Yield 

(%) 

2014A 0.0 (1.2) (0.03) - 1.5 n/a n/a n/a 

2015A 0.0 (1.3) (0.02) - 0.7 n/a n/a n/a 

2016F 0.4 (1.0) (0.02) - 1.7 n/a n/a n/a 

2017F 0.9 (0.9) (0.01) - (1.4) n/a n/a n/a 
 

Source: Solo Oil; Shore Capital Markets 
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Ntorya looking even better 
We continue to believe that successful appraisal of the Aminex-operated Ntorya discovery 

(at Ruvuma in Tanzania) with the Ntorya-2 well was a critical milestone. Earlier this year, 

Ntorya-2 was successfully drilled and tested, providing very satisfactory results, in our 

opinion. Flow testing was performed across a gross 34m gas pay zone and average 

stabilised flow rates (limited by choke size) of 17mmcfd were reported. Produced gas was 

dry and of high quality and the well was suspended for future production. With significant 

gas influx and high pressures observed, flow rates were restricted for technical reasons, 

with increased drilling mud weights applied in order to maintain well control. So, ultimately, 

we were perfectly happy with the outcome from Ntorya-2, which significantly exceeded pre-

drill expectations and (when combined with the Ntorya-1 discovery well and mapped 

seismic features) clearly indicated a commercially significant volume of gas-in-place. 

In April 2017, following the Ntorya-2 flow test result, Aminex and Solo confirmed a 

significant resource upgrade for the Ntorya appraisal area. This has now been successfully 

tested by two wells, with a threefold increase in gross mean gas-in-place to 466bcf 

reported. Alongside Aminex’s updated volumes, Solo announced a significant increase in 

internally calculated contingent resources (from 70bcf to 186bcf gross mid case). However, 

others appear to have been less impressed than us by the Ntorya-2 test result, seemingly 

disappointed by well performance compared with the maximum flow rate achieved from the 

Ntorya-1 discovery well (20mmcfd). We see scope for meaningful improvement once 

drilling-induced formation damage in Ntorya-2 is removed and understand that a blow-out 

could have occurred if preventative action had not been taken. Perhaps in contrast with 

some other views, we were therefore very pleased with the outcome from Ntorya-2. 

As with Aminex, we sense that the Ntorya-2 flow rate is not the only issue weighing on 

Solo’s share price. Although the timely receipt of payments from TPDC appears to have 

become a concern for some operators, at Kiliwani North we understand that three months 

of invoices are currently outstanding; receivables have always fluctuated since the field 

came on stream and our projections have assumed an average two month lag. Acacia 

Mining’s issues with the Tanzanian gold concentrate export ban have had an impact on 

sentiment, but we can’t see how this would affect a gas project (other than potentially 

increasing demand if smelter capacity is installed). Questions about the size of the local 

gas market have been raised, although (with demand forecast to exceed supply within 

three years) all gas from Kiliwani North is currently being sold and the partners have plenty 

of time to confirm sales (including potential industrial offtake) arrangements for Ntorya.  

Kiliwani North production has been a bit light compared with our prior forecasts, but pricing 

has been strong and we take this in the context of a portfolio dominated by the 

considerably more valuable Ruvuma project. So, considering recent progress at Ntorya, we 

believe that Solo’s circa 60% share price decline off earlier highs looks unjustified. We 

believe that important catalysts to reverse the current share price trend can be identified 

through the coming quarter. We expect these to potentially include an update on basin 

modelling and Ntorya-3 drilling plans, and announcement of submission of the Ntorya field 

development plan. Importantly, we expect basin modelling to include an assessment of 

liquids potential, which is not currently incorporated into our valuations. We also now see 

considerable value in Helium One, which is targeting 99bcf of helium, a strategically 

important commodity which we expect to enjoy extremely favourable pricing going forward.   
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Adding helium to the mix 
In March 2017, Solo announced that it had agreed to acquire a 10% interest in Tanzanian 

helium explorer Helium One Limited for a total £2.55m consideration (in cash and shares). 

In addition, Solo was granted a ninety day call option to increase its interest in Helium One 

to 20%, although the company has since elected to maintain its existing 10% interest. 

When Solo’s investment in Helium One was announced in March, the company also 

confirmed that it had raised gross proceeds of £1.2m via a company-sponsored 

subscription, covering the cash component of its initial investment. Helium One holds 

twenty three helium prospecting licences in Tanzania, including the flagship Rukwa project 

which has been independently assessed (by consultants Netherland Sewell) to contain 

most likely unrisked recoverable prospective resources of almost 100bcf of helium.   

Given the very favourable helium market fundamentals, which are supported by limited 

new supply coming on stream and the anticipated shutdown of the US Federal Helium 

Reserve in 2021, we continue to believe that Solo’s acquisition of its Helium One interest is 

highly complementary. The investment expands Solo’s existing Tanzanian presence and, 

to our minds, provides great scope for the company to replicate its considerable success at 

Ruvuma with the targeting of a strategically-important industrial gas resource. A recent 

investment update from Solo confirmed that Helium One had completed airborne gravity 

and magnetic data acquisition and was planning to continue soil and groundwater sampling 

surveys, following successful results from initial sampling work. Helium One remains on 

track for drilling in FY2018 and we see considerable unrisked potential in this investment. 

 

Forecasts and valuation 
Ahead of Solo’s forthcoming full year results (expected shortly), we have revised our 

forecasts for FY2016/17 (see Fig. 2/3) although, from a P&L perspective, our numbers do 

not change all that much. The principal adjustment to our estimates relates to production 

from Kiliwani North, where flow rates have averaged 15mmcfd since the field came on 

stream in mid-FY2016 and wellhead pressure has been declining. We had assumed an 

average 17.5mmcfd for H2 2016 and for FY2017 and have now reduced our assumed 

average to 15mmcfd, in line with reported performance. Pricing, in contrast, has been 

stronger than we anticipated due to indexation and a high gas calorific value. Overall, the 

downward revision to our P&L forecasts for Solo is only modest, with revenues of £0.9m 

(£1.1m previously) and a net loss of £0.9m (£0.8m) estimated for the current financial year. 

With Ntorya-3 scheduled for spudding later this year (subject to operator confirmation), we 

estimate that Solo’s share of well costs will translate into circa £3m, implying a small 

(£1.4m) funding deficit at the end of FY2017. However, Solo has announced that it is 

seeking a partner for its Ruvuma interests, as the Ntorya discovery enters the development 

phase. Given the results achieved to date (with Ntorya-1 and -2), we see excellent scope 

for Solo to successfully farm-down part of its interest, retaining a meaningful stake and 

potentially being reimbursed back costs ahead of Ntorya-3 and a 3D seismic survey in 

FY2018 (which we assume precedes development drilling). We would expect 

announcement of a farm-out to act as a powerful share price catalyst, given the positive 

implications for funding of Solo’s share of expenditures and its overall cash position.     

Helium One’s Tanzanian portfolio 

includes the flagship Rukwa 

project 

With almost 100bcf of helium 

being targeted, we see 
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Projections updated for 

FY2016/17 
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Elsewhere, at the high profile Horse Hill discovery onshore UK, Solo recently confirmed 

that long term production testing and appraisal drilling remain on track for commencement 

in H2 2017 (subject to outstanding permissions). Ahead of this, we have revised our sum-

of-the-parts valuation (see Fig. 1), incorporating adjustments including updated Ntorya 

volumes and de-risking of the discovery area. In addition, we now incorporate Helium One, 

risking Solo’s share of prospective resources here and assuming a conservative “in 

ground” value of US$20/mcf (equivalent to circa 10% of prevailing helium prices). 

Offsetting these changes are the increased number of shares in issue following recent 

capital raises and our assumption that Solo farms out a third of its current Ruvuma interest. 

Consequently, our Risked NAV estimate increases to 0.9p/share (0.8p/share previously). 

 

Figure 1: Solo sum-of-the-parts valuation 

 Unrisked CoS* Risked Unrisked Risked Risked 

 US$m % US$m c/share c/share p/share 

Kiliwani North 2.8 90 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Ntorya discovery - contingent 33.7 60 20.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 

Ntorya discovery - prospective 63.3 40 25.3 0.8 0.3 0.2 

Ntorya channel - other 48.5 30 14.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 

Likonde updip 60.3 10 6.0 0.8 0.1 0.1 

Horse Hill discovery 29.3 30 8.8 0.4 0.1 0.1 

Helium One 198.0 10 19.8 2.5 0.3 0.2 

Estimated net cash 0.7 100 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 

PV central costs (4.6) 100 (4.6) (0.1) (0.1) (0.0) 

Risked NAV 431.8                -  93.2 5.5 1.2 0.9 
 

Source: Shore Capital Markets. *Chance of success 
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Figure 2: Solo profit & loss (£'000) 

Year end December  2014A 2015A 2016F 2017F 

Turnover  - - 439 865 

Cost of sales  - - (8) (34) 

Central costs  (922) (906) (750) (750) 

Share based payments  (208)               0 (250) (250) 

EBITDA  (1,130) (906) (569) (169) 

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation  0 0 (394) (752) 

Operating profit  (1,130) (906) (963) (921) 

Net interest   (57) (386) 0 0                  

Impairment charge  (400) (875) 0                 0                  

Provision for losses on financial instruments  (261) (606) (37)                  0                 

Profit before tax  (1,848) (2,773) (1,000) (921) 

Adjusted profit before tax  (1,187) (1,292) (963) (921) 

Tax                   -                   -                   -                   -  

Net profit  (1,848) (2,773) (1,000) (921) 

Average shares in issue (m)  4,747.2 5,390.5 6,106.3 7,665.4 

Basic earnings per share (p) (0.04) (0.05) (0.02) (0.01) 

Adjusted earnings per share (p) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 
 

Source: Solo, Shore Capital Markets 

 

 

Figure 3: Solo cash flow (£'000) 

Year end December 2014A 2015A 2016F 2017F 

Operating profit (1,130) (906) (963) (921) 

Share based payments 208 0 250 250 

Depreciation, depletion and amortisation 0 0 394 752 

Change in working capital 381 505 (150) (150) 

Other (22) (56) 0 0 

Operating cash flow (563) (457) (469) (69) 

Exploration and development expenditure (994) (2,649) (1,200) (5,000) 

Acquisitions  (1,463) (242) (8) (1,200) 

Free cash flow (3,020) (3,348) (1,677) (6,269) 

Share issues (net) 2,549 2,569 2,640 3,200 

Net cash flow (471) (779) 963 (3,069) 

Opening net cash/(debt) 1,956 1,485 706 1,669 

Closing net cash/(debt) 1,485 706 1,669 (1,400) 
 

Source: Solo, Shore Capital Markets 
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Figure 4: Solo principal asset summary table 

Asset Country Status Operator Solo                 

effective interest        

Next steps 

Kiliwani North Tanzania Production Aminex 7.175% TPDC declaration of  

commercial operations 

 

Ruvuma PSA Tanzania Appraisal/development Aminex 25% Ntorya-3 appraisal              

well spudding;  

development licence award 

Horse Hill discovery 

(PEDL137) 

Onshore UK Appraisal HHDL 6.5% Long term testing and  

appraisal drilling 

                               

Isle of Wight 

(PEDL331) 

Onshore UK Appraisal UKOG 30% Arreton-2 discovery 

initial work programme 

 

Helium One Tanzania Exploration Helium One 10% Continuation of soil and 

groundwater sampling surveys; 

drilling in FY2018 
 

Source: Solo, Shore Capital Markets 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Solo key financial assumptions for Kiliwani North 

  2016F 2017F 

Net production (pre government share) (mmcf)   206 393 

Average gas price ($/mcf)  3.15 3.25 

Gas revenues (pre government share) ($’000)  649 1,277 

Government share (%)  12% 12% 

Net production (post government share) (mmcf)   181 346 

Gas revenues (post government share) ($’000)  571 1,124 

Fixed production costs ($’000)  (11) (44) 

DD&A/mcf ($)  (2.5) (2.5) 

DD&A ($’000)  (512) (978) 

Total field operating costs ($’000)  (523) (1,022) 

Field operating profit ($’000)  48 102 
 

Source: Solo, Shore Capital Markets 
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
Shore Capital maintains a Conflicts Policy which explains how conflicts are managed.  A summary of the Conflicts Policy is available at www.shorecap.co.uk.  For details of 
potentially relevant conflicts of interest (if any) on a specific stock whether disclosed in this research report or not, please refer to the following table or contact Shore Capital’s 
compliance department on 020 7408 4050. 

Company Disclosures Date Recommendation 

Solo Oil+ 1,3,4,5 12 June 2017 House Stock 

 
1 Shore Capital acts as Broker to the company. 
2 Shore Capital acts as Nomad to the company. 
3 Shore Capital makes a market in the company's shares. 
4 Shore Capital or an affiliated company has in the past 12 months acted as corporate finance adviser or has provided investment banking services to the company for which it 

either pays or receives compensation. 
5 Shore Capital or an affiliated company has in the past 12 months led or co-managed a publicly disclosed offer of securities of the company. 
6 The company held 5% or more of the issued share capital of Shore Capital Group Limited at the end of the last calendar month. 
7 Shore Capital and/or the analyst and/or the sales person who produced the recommendation owns a 0.5% or more net long position in the company's shares.  Please contact 

Shore Capital's compliance department for further information. 
8 Shore Capital and/or the analyst and/or the sales person who produced the recommendation owns a 0.5% or more net short position in the company's shares.  Please contact 

Shore Capital's compliance department for further information. 
9 Shore Capital is party to an agreement with the company relating to the production of research although the timing and content of the research is exclusively the preserve of 

the relevant analyst(s). 
10 The contributing analyst(s) has received or purchased shares of the company prior to a public offering of those shares.  Details of the price and date of the acquisition of the 

shares is available by contacting Shore Capital's compliance department. 
 
^ Independent Research: 

This is independent research. The analyst who has prepared this research is not aware of Shore Capital Stockbrokers Limited and/or another member of the Shore Capital group 
(“Shore Capital”) having a relationship with the company covered in this research report and/or a conflict of interest which is likely to impair the objectivity of the research and this 
report should accordingly be viewed as independent.  
 
+ Non-Independent Marketing Communication: 
 
This is a non-independent marketing communication.  The analyst who has prepared this report is aware that Shore Capital Stockbrokers Limited and/or another member of Shore 
Capital has a relationship with the company covered in this report and/or a conflict of interest which may impair the objectivity of the research.   Accordingly the report has not been 
prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on the dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. 
 

REGULATORY DISCLOSURES 
It is the policy of Shore Capital Stockbrokers Limited not to make recommendations on companies for which it acts in an advisory capacity. Where this is the case, research reports 
refer to “House Stock”. The reference to “Price” on the front cover of formal research reports is to the current price as at the date of the research report. The date and time when the 
production of the report is completed is the date and time stated on the relevant report.   
Recommendation History: 
For a list of all research recommendations of Shore Capital analysts and sales persons disseminated in the previous 12 months, please contact compliance@shorecap.co.uk or your 
usual Shore Capital contact.
Stock Recommendation Definitions: 
Buy 10%+ absolute performance within 3-months or otherwise as specified. 
Hold +/- 10% absolute performance on a 3-month basis or otherwise as specified. 
Sell -10% absolute performance on a 3-month basis or otherwise as specified. 
Valuation, Methodology and Assumptions: 
For a summary of the basis of valuation, methodology and/or underlying assumptions used to evaluate the company covered in this research report, please click on the following link 
http://shorecap-disclosures.co.uk/methodology/methodology.pdf or contact your usual analyst or sales person at Shore Capital.  For information on changes in valuation, 
methodology or underlying assumptions related to this research report (if any) please contact your usual analyst or sales person at Shore Capital.  
Proprietary Models: 
Shore Capital analysts typically utilise proprietary models to produce research reports.  Information on the specific proprietary models used for the company or companies covered in 
this research report is available by contacting your usual analyst or sales person at Shore Capital. 
Research Distribution: 
Shore Capital Stockbrokers covers 177 "non-house" stocks. There is a Buy recommendation on 90 (51%) stocks, a Hold recommendation on 54 (31%) stocks, a Sell 
recommendation on 21 (12%) stocks. Shore Capital Stockbrokers covers 219 stocks (non-house and house). The breakdown above only applies to ‘non-house’ stocks. 
Lead Analyst: 

The lead analyst with respect to each research item is the first and most prominent name. Please note that more than one analyst may work on a specific research item. 
Planned Frequency of Updates: 
Recommendations in Shore Capital research reports are kept under constant review.  As such, there is no formal timetable for the review of such recommendations.   
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